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• Avoid disposing any form of SPW either dried or wet into
freshwater aquatic environments.

• SPW disposal areas should not be near freshwater sources
that are shared by other resource users.

• SPW should be recycled to use in pond where possible.
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This website is very useful for those people involved in all
aspects of development – I would have to say it is one of the
best designed portal websites I’ve ever seen. The
Development Gateway is an interactive portal for information
and knowledge sharing on sustainable development and
poverty reduction. The site is available in English, French and
Spanish languages. The website has been established by the
Development Gateway Foundation, a not-for-profit
organization based initially in Washington DC. Its core
objectives are to reduce poverty and support sustainable
development through the use of information and
communication technologies (ICT).

The most outstanding feature of this site is its Ideas and
Knowledge Sharing function, which contains information-rich
pages with news, statistics, calendars, grants, discussion
groups, country reviews and many other resources covering a
wide range of development topics, including e-learning, food
security, gender and development, indigenous knowledge,
information and communication technology for development,
micro finance, poverty, water resources development and
many more. You can subscribe to a very comprehensive email
alert service that will inform you when a new item is added.

Another useful tool offered by the gateway is a
comprehensive searchable database of development projects,

searchable by country and topic. This complements a series of
‘Country Development Gateways’, which have an emphasis
on activities in particular participating nations. I visited a few
and found them considerably less useful than the main site,
but if you are working in a particular region they may be a
useful way of finding out what is going on in your area.

The site also offers a virtual ‘procurement market’ where
participating development agencies (such as the World Bank)
advertise tenders for development projects. This section of the
site is (disapointingly) not entirely free – you can see the
summaries but if you want the full information you have to
pay a subscription fee. I suspect that if you take the trouble to
visit the source organization’s website you can probably get
the same information for nothing.
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Recently I subscribed to the ‘Shrimp’ email discussion group
hosted through Yahoo Groups. This is ‘a mailing list for those
involved in all aspects of the shrimp farming industry’. I have
to say that this is a really excellent resource for shrimp
farmers everywhere. The discussion group has about 800
members from across the globe and most of the postings
appear to be from people actively engaged in shrimp farming,
with contributions from a few scientists as well. The group
operates in a friendly and constructive manner with
participants happy to answer questions and share experience
on shrimp farming issues. You can subscribe to the group by
visiting http://groups.yahoo.com/group/shrimp/. There are a
lot of postings so make sure you subscribe in ‘digest mode’.


